Ch. Shondar’s Ekaterina

Bitch. Platinum brindle and white
Whelped May 3, 1968
Bred by Dr. Kenneth Redmond

Owner: William B. Brumlow
Madison, WI

Katie’s unusual coloration attracts immediate attention; her overall soundness, excellent angulation and effortless movement are among the attributes which have found favor with discriminating judges. Katie is extremely feminine and her delightful temperament makes her an invaluable advertisement for the breed. She left her litter of seven six-week-olds to take a four point major to finish her championship.

Whiskery of Sleeping Bear
Ch. Lady Malora of Marbob

Ch. Black Cloud of Shondar
Black Watch of Barnaigh (Scotch import)

Black Arrow of Malora
The Tiger Lily of Malora

Borsaya Borisky
Count Boris Patri

Neysa’s Natasha
Artemis the Huntress Del Vos

Neysa Jasmar of Sunbarr
Falcon’s Ideal of Twin Elms

Neyle of Malora